Abstract. A summary is presented of recent measurements of di-boson production at the Tevatron. The results from the CDF and DØ experiments are based upon 130-320 pb −1 of pp collisons at √ s = 1.96 TeV. The Wγ, Zγ, WW, and WZ production properties are compared to Standard Model predictions, and limits extracted for anomalous triple gauge couplings.
Introduction
A study of di-boson production at the Tevatron provides a rich source of electroweak Standard Model (SM) tests, is sensitive to new physics signatures, and opens a window into the challenges faced in searches for the Higgs boson. In this report we summarize measurements made by the CDF and DØ collaborations based upon the first significant data sets obtained from Run II of the Tevatron. The production channels are pp → V V + X at For these di-boson production channels, the measured cross sections and kinematic distributions are compared to leading order electroweak predictions, scaled to correct for lowest order QCD effects. Anomalous coupling parameters describing the triple gauge vertices are used as a metric for evaluating the sensitivity to new physics. This assumes that these will appear as deviations of the W and Z bosons from point particles. There are of course other sources of new physics that would appear in di-boson production, perhaps the most likely source of discoveries at the Tevatron.
Di-boson studies at the Tevatron compliment those made at LEP in several ways. Some of the triple gauge couplings (TGC's) can be better isolated usingcollisions. For example→ W * → W γ depends only on the WWγ coupling, while→ W * → WZ depends only on the WWZ coupling. In addition the higher parton collision energy at the Tevatron explores different dynamic regions of the TGC, and opens up the possibility for the direct production of massive particles decaying into final states with di-bosons. Measurements of W/Z hadronic decay channels paired with a photon or a W/Z leptonic decay are useful for studies of dijet mass resolution, and provide calibration channels for searches for the Higgs boson in W/Z H(bb).
W boson production with a photon
The reaction pp → lνγ has contributions from W bosons produced with initial and final state photon radiation and from the direct WWγ coupling. A study of lνγ events allows extraction of the WWγ coupling parameters, assuming that the W and photon couplings to fermions are described by the SM. Under the assumption of Lorentz and electromagnetic gauge invariance, and neglecting CP violating terms, the effective Lagrangian is [1] :
. In the SM at tree level ∆κ γ = κ γ -1 = 0 and λ γ = 0. Deviations of the coupling parameters from the SM values are usually parameterized with a dipole form factor to preserve tree-level unitarity at high energies:
the Wγ invariant mass and Λ sets the energy scale of new physics.
The results presented here use W decays to electrons (E t > 25 GeV) and muons (P T >20GeV/c) in association with central photons (|η |<1.0). To suppress final state bremsstrahlung, the photon is isolated from the lepton by ∆R(l-γ)>0.7. The number of event candidates is 323 (273) in the CDF (DØ ) experiments using integrated luminosity of 130-200 pb −1 . The background is dominated by W+jet events in which the jet passes the photon selection cuts. The resulting signal/background ratios vary from 0.8 to 1.9 depending on channel and experiment. For details see references [2] and [3] . Table I shows cross sections for pp → lνγ. These are an average of the measurements from the electron and muon decay channels, and corrected for the full W boson decay phase space. The photons have ∆R(l-γ)>0.7, and E T (γ) above the cuts indicated in the table. The photon E T distribution from the CDF-selected lνγ events is shown in Figure 2 . The transverse mass spectrum of the W γ system from DØ data is presented in Figure 3 . The upper histograms are the SM predictions for pp → lνγ plus backgrounds. All the data are consistent with SM predictions. Anomalous WWγ couplings would enhance the production of high E T photons. The DØ Collaboration [3] has used their data to put limits on ∆κ oγ and λ oγ using a dipole form factor with Λ = 2 TeV. Holding one parameter at the SM value of zero and allowing the other to vary, the 95% CL's are: -0.88 < ∆κ oγ < 0.96 and -0.20 < λ oγ < 0.20 .
The production of W ± Z pairs depends on the WWZ trilinear coupling, while W + W − production is sensitive to both WWγ and WWZ couplings. In Section 1 the anomalous coupling parameters for the WWγ vertex were introduced: ∆κ oγ and λ oγ . Under the same assumptions the WWZ vertex is described by the Lagangian [4] :
In the SM ∆g
As discussed previously, deviations from these SM values need to be suppressed by a form factor, usually taken of the form λ Z = λ oZ /(1+s/Λ 2 ) 2 , etc. Therefore a description of the WWγ and WWZ vertices requires five parameters: ∆κ oγ , λ oγ , ∆g Z o1 , ∆κ oZ , and λ oZ plus the scale of the new physics set by Λ.
The SM cross section for pp → W + W − + X at √ s = 1.96 TeV is 12.4 ± 0.8 pb [5] . The CDF [6] and DØ [7] collaborations have made measurements using the leptonic W + W − decay channels lνl ν with l, l = e or µ. The branching ratio is only 4.6 % but the data have low backgrounds. Figure  4 , compared to the SM prediction. The lepton P T spectrum from the W + W − decays is presented in Figure 5 . All the data are in good agreement with SM expectations.
The CDF collaboration has also studied the W + W − channel using W→lν events with at least two jets having 32 < M jj < 184 GeV/c 2 . The analysis searches for a W→jet-jet mass peak (broadened by a small Z→jet-jet contribution) above the large di-jet QCD background. No signal is seen in 200 pb−1 of data. A 95% CL limit is put on the W + W − +W ± Z cross section of 46 pb, compared to the SM prediction of 16 ± 1 pb. Anomalous couplings would cause an excess of events with high W P T . Using a di-jet signal region 56 < M jj < 112 GeV/c 2 , the lack of an excess of W(lν) bosons at high P T can be used to put limits on the WWγ and WWZ anomalous coupling parameters. The analysis assumes that ∆g Z o1 = 0, ∆κ o = ∆κ oZ = ∆κ oγ and λ o = λ oZ = λ oγ . Setting one of the parameters zero. the limits on the anomalous couplings are: -0.48 < ∆κ o < 0.56 and -0.41 < λ o < 0.39, using a dipole from factor with Λ = 1 TeV.
W ± Z measurements
The SM cross section for pp → W ± Z+ X at √ s = 1.96 TeV is 3.7 ± 0.3 pb [5] .The DØ collaboration [8] has searched for W ± Z events in the decay channels l νl + l − using electrons and muons. With 300 pb −1 of data, after all selection cuts, two 3-µ and one 3-e events are isolated with a total background of 0.71 ± 0.08 events. The 95 % CL on the production cross section is 13.3 pb, consistent with the SM expectations. By setting two of the three anomalous coupling parameters at their SM value of zero, 95 % CL can be set on the third. Using a scale Λ = 1.5 TeV, the results are: -0.48 < ∆κ oZ < 0.48 and -0.49 < ∆g Z o1 < 0.66 with no limits on ∆κ oZ .
Z boson production with a photon
The SM predictions for the reaction pp → l + l − γ include Z/γ * production with bremsstrahlung from the initial state quarks or final state radiation from the decay l + l − pairs. Since the SM couplings ZZγ and Zγγ are zero, new physics effects would appear as deviations from bremsstrahlung predictions. Under the assumption of Lorentz and electromagnetic gauge invariance, the most general Lagrangian [10] includes 8 complex parameters of the form h
2 ) n where V = Z or γ and i = 1-4. Again multipole form factors are needed to preserve unitarity at high energy.
As for the Wγ measurements, the events are triggered on high E T central electrons or muons, and events selected with charged lepton pairs and an isolated photon with ∆R(l-γ)>0.7. The number of event candidates are 290 (70) for the DØ (CDF) experiments using 200-320 pb −1 of data. Backgrounds are low dominated entirely by Z+jet events with the jet passing the photon selection cuts. Depending on channel and experiment the signal/background varies from 6 to 15. For details see references [2] and [9] . Table 2 shows cross sections for pp → l + l − γ, from averages of the electron and muon decay channels and corrected for the Z/γ * decay phase space. The photons have ∆R(l-γ)>0.7 and have the minimum E T (γ) and M(l + l − ) shown in the table. Figure 6 shows the photon E T spectrum from the CDF data, and Figure 7 the invariant mass M(llγ) from DØ measurements. The lower solid histograms are the backgrounds from Z + jet events with the jet passing photon selection cuts. The upper histograms are the sum of the background plus electroweak predictions for pp→ l + l − γ production. Both the measured total cross sections and the kinematic distributions are in good agreement with the SM.
The DØ Collaboration [9] has used their data to put limits on the anomalous coupling parameters h 
Summary and Conclusions
Using 130-320 pb −1 of pp collisions at √ s = 1.96 TeV, the CDF and DØ Collaborations have measured di-boson production and compared the data to SM predictions. Deviations of the measured cross section from nominal NLO SM predictions are summarized in Table 3 , where the uncertainties quoted are the quaduture sum of the experimental statistical and systematic errors. All results are in good agreement with the SM.
Measurements of the P T spectra of the bosons can be used as a more sensitive probe for new physics. Substructure of the W or Z, or massive particles decaying to di-bosons, would cause an excess of of high P T bosons. No excesses are observed in the photon, W or Z spectra. One way to quantify this is in terms of limits on anomalous TGC parameters. These are summarized in Table 4 .
The diboson data described in this report represents 3-6 % of that expected from the Tevatron. Further increases in sensitivity will be attained by combing the CDF and DØ data, and doing joint analyses combining di-boson channels. In addition to the potential for discoveries in this data, the techniques developed will enhance the potential for Higgs boson discoveries at the Tevatron and LHC.
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